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In the first hour after the 
polls closed, dozens of people 
gathered on the third f loor 
of the Russell House to hear 
the results of the student 
government elections. 
At 6 p.m., people were 
getting antsy. The candidates 
were biting their fingernails 
as they talked to their staffs. 
T he  scene  was  chaot ic , 
as supporters waited for 
Elect ions Commissioner 
Amanda Byrum to enter the 
room.
A nd t hen t here  was  a 
whist le.  The room went 
silent, and people turned 
around, hoping to hear the 
elections results. But no one 
was there, and the audience 
quickly realized the whistle 
was a fake warning meant as a 
joke from a supporter of Drew 
Kirchhofer.
“You’re  such a  tease ,” 
someone yelled across the 
room.
A n d  w h e n  E l e c t i o n s 
C om m i s s ioner  A m a nd a 
Byrum announced the results 
20 minutes later, the same 
could have been said.
A f t e r  t h ree  week s  o f 
campaigning, none of the 
six candidates in the vice-
pres ident ia l  race or  t he 
presidential race attained a 
majority of the votes. 
Ebbie Yazdani, the only 
candidate for treasurer, was 
the only candidate to be 
elected, winning 99.82 percent 
of the vote.
Drew K i rch hofer  a nd 
Meredith Ross led in the 
presidential race, while Alex 
Stroman and Taylor Cain 
had the top tallies in the vice 
presidential race. 
Those four candidates will 
compete in next Tuesday’s run 
off election. Carmel Matin and 
Matt Ungar were eliminated 
from the presidential and 
v ice  pre s ident i a l  r ace s , 
respectively. 
K i rch hofer  got  4 4 .41 
percent of the vote, or 1,422 
votes, in the presidential race. 
Ross, the current student body 
vice president, came in second 
with 37.48 percent. 
R o s s  s a id  s he  w a s n’t 
surprised at the total.
“I mean I knew it was going 
to be a close one,” Ross said. 
“I have been nervous to my 
stomach all day just about 
getting in the runoff. I am 
pumped to just be able to keep 
going.”’
While he was content with 
being the current leader, 
K irchhofer plans to work 
harder than ever in the next 
week.
“I would like to see a higher 
voter turn out,” Kirchhofer 
said. “I’m going to continue to 
get out and encourage people 
to vote.”
Carmel Matin, the current 
chief of staf f for A ndrew 
Gaeckle’s administration, was 
eliminated from contention. 
“I’m going home to eat right 
now because I’m starving,” 
Matin said. “There’s a cabinet 
meeting tonight, and then 
we’ll see where we go from 
here. We all gave it our 200 
percent, and we said from 
the beginning that whatever 
God’s will was, we wanted it 
to be done.”
Stroman led in the vice 
presidential race, winning 
39.97 percent of the vote and 
Cain won 33.23 percent of the 
vote. 
“We’re very happy to be in 
the run off and we feel good 
that 39 percent of the student 
body voted for us,” Stroman 
sa id. “To be the leading 
candidate after the vote is a 
great thing.” 
While she didn’t win, Cain 
said she was excited that she 
would get to campaign for 
another week.
“We’ve got some work to 
do, and we’re really ready 
to do it,” Cain said. “We’re 
going to do exactly what we 
did before, and we’re going to 
try to pick up those votes that 
went to Matt Ungar.
Ungar, who came in with 
26 percent of the vote, said 
he had no regrets from his 
campaign.
“The three of us all fought 
a very good race. The two of 
them deserve it,” Ungar said. 
“I wouldn’t change a thing.”
Stroman said he hoped 
Ungar would stay involved in 
Student Government in spite 
of his loss.
“Matt Ungar has done such 
exemplary work in the Senate,” 
Stroman said. “I’m proud to 
serve with him. With all of his 
projects, he’s done great.” 
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Men’s basketball isn’t 
worried about not being 
in the Top 25. They’re 
keeping focused on the 
rest of the season.
See page 9
SPORTS
Mickey Rourke gives 
a deeply emotional 
performance in 
“The Wrestler.” 
See page 5
THE MIX
Would 
people 
today have 
the same 
courage to 
stand up for 
what is right 
as people 
have done 
before?
See page 4
VIEWPOINTS
Online Exclusive
MICHAEL
BAUMANN
Fourth-year 
political 
science 
student
VIEWPOINTS ONLINE
Aaron Gadbury talks about 
when boy meets girl.
www.dailygamecock.com
More  t h a n  10 0  s t udent s 
showed up at the S.C. State 
House Tuesday morning to 
lobby for more higher education 
funding around the state.
St udent  body  pre s ident s 
from all over South Carolina, 
including Clemson University, 
USC A iken, USC Beaufort , 
Costal Carolina University and 
USC Columbia participated in 
the session.
T h e  s t u d e n t s  m e t  w i t h 
leg islators such as Lt. Gov. 
A ndre Bauer to discuss S.C. 
universities’ budgets.
USC Student Body President 
Andrew Gaeckle said during 
the rally each of the college 
presidents had the chance to 
speak in front of the multiple 
n e w s  o r g a n i z a t i o n s  i n 
attendance.
“I think we brought a lot of 
attention to the issue,” Gaeckle 
said. “We got a lot of support.”
G a e c k l e ,  a  f o u r t h - y e a r 
international studies student, 
said the students were introduced 
to the Senate and the House of 
Representatives.
USC’s professional lobbyists 
t ypica l ly lobby at the State 
House, but Gaeckle said what 
made today different was getting 
students involved.
“It was coming from a different 
direction,” Gaeckle said, “We 
got our voices heard.”
Gaeckle said the importance 
of S.C. higher education needs 
to be stressed to legislators, 
consider ing South Carol ina 
ranks No. 1 in money cut from 
state education. USC has lost 
$52 million of its budget so far.
“It shows our state legislators 
aren’t putting public education 
at the top of their priority lists,” 
Gaeckle said.
Because of the recent budget 
cuts, Gaeckle said he felt he had 
to do something about it.
“I felt personally responsible,” 
Gaeckle said.
Call ie Boyd , student body 
president at Clemson University, 
SC students lobby for more funding
USC, Clemson students, 
presidents rally, talk to 
legislators at State House
Kara Apel
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
SG CANDIDATE CHOICES NARROW
Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
USC Student Body President Andrew Gaeckle argues for increased 
higher education funding with Lt. Governor Andre Bauer.
Kirchhofer, Ross battle 
for presidency; Cain, 
Stroman race for VP
Josh Dawsey
STAFF WRITER
Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Presidential candidates Drew Kirchhofer and Meredith Ross will compete for offi ce in the 
runoff election next Tuesday. Only one SG candidate was elected to offi ce on Tuesday.
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocknews@sc.edu
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— RHA unanimously approved 
legislat ion al locat ing $5,300 for 
the Hands for Hunger Char it y 
Tournament, a charity poker game 
for residents. $2,000 will go toward 
t-shirts, $1,700 will be for food 
provided by Carolina Catering, $1,500 
will be for prizes and $100 will go 
toward decorations.
— RHA unanimously approved 
legislation allocating $2,200 from 
the RHA Programming Fund to 
the Office of Sustainability for the 
purchase of registration, transportation 
and lodging for the 2009 Powershift 
Convent ion, a imed at exposing 
residents to eco-friendly activities.
— RHA unanimously approved 
leg i s lat ion c reat ing a n ad-hoc 
committee of Resident Mentors 
from different buildings with specifi c 
sa fet y concerns ,  such as  t hose 
in the Horseshoe. This is due to a 
documented act of solicitation in 
the Horseshoe apartment buildings, 
resulting from the ease of access to the 
Horseshoe dorms.
— RHA unanimously approved 
legislation allowing clothing donation 
boxes for Kappa Alpha Psi’s Kappa 
Klothing Drive, at Capstone, Pinckney, 
Green Quad, East Quad, South Quad, 
Sims, Patterson, Bates House and 
South Tower residence halls.  
Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Taylor Cain and Alex Stroman celebrate with supporters after hearing the voting 
results. Matt Ungar did not get enough votes to compete in next week’s runoff.
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES:  PERCENT: TOTAL VOTES:
DREW KIRCHHOFER   44.41   1,422 
MEREDITH ROSS               37.48   1200
CARMEL MATIN    18.11   580
    GRAND TOTAL: 3202
VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES:
ALEX STROMAN   39.97  1251 
TAYLOR CAIN   33.23  1040
MATT UNGAR   26.77            838
    GRAND TOTAL:  3130
TREASURER CANDIDATES:
EBBIE YAZDANI    99.82        2779 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTION RESULTS
NEWS ONLINE
Photo Editor Alan Tau-
ber discusses his photo 
slideshow of the South 
Carolina Education Lobby 
Day activities.
NEWS ONLINE
Check out exclusive inter-
views from the executive 
candidates after Tuesday’s 
results were announced.
SPORTS ONLINE
USC Swim and Dive 
prepares for tough SEC 
competition. 
Local National World
Fabio Frey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
A Hilton Head fi refi ghter practices advanced fi refi ghting techniques under the 
guidance of Columbia’s fi re department. Firefi ghters came from all over the state.
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Come to the Columbia • 
Metropolitan Convention 
Center for the upcoming 
career fairs. CareerFest is 
on today from 11 a.m to 
3 p.m. For students in all 
academic majors interested 
in non-technical positions. 
The S.E.T. Fair is Thursday 
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. for 
students interested in the 
Science, Engineering, and 
Technology industries. 
Fu l l- t i me ,  pa r t- t i me , 
i nter nsh ip  a nd co -op 
posit ions are available. 
Free shuttle service will 
be avai lable. For more 
information, visit www.
sc.edu/career. Students 
are encouraged to visit 
the Career Center during 
on-call hours (Monday 
through Friday, 1 to 4 p.m.) 
to prepare their strategy 
before the fairs. 
Rotar y A mbassador ia l • 
Scholarship Workshop 
Monday at 4 p.m. in the 
Gressette Room, Harper 
College. As ambassadors 
abroad, scholars participate 
for a year in academic study 
or three month in language 
training in any country 
w i t h  a  Rot a r y  C lub . 
Contact Jennifer Collins, 
Office of Fellowship and 
Scholar Programs, (803) 
777-0958 .
Empower and The Theta • 
Gamma Chapter of Alpha 
K appa A lpha Soror it y 
Inc. will be teaming up 
for this month’s Diversity 
Dia log ue :  Ref lec t i ng 
Back and in the Present: 
Black Leaders in America, 
Thursday at 7 p.m. in 
South Quad Lounge .
 KABUL — The number 
o f  c i v i l i a n s  k i l l e d  i n 
Afghanistan’s worsening 
confl ict jumped 40 percent 
to a new high last year, 
and more than half of the 
deaths were inf l icted by 
Ta l iban insurgent s  and 
other militants, the United 
Nations said Tuesday.
The report said insurgents 
increasingly use roadside 
bombs ,  c a r  bombs  a nd 
suicide bombers in attacks 
t h a t  a r e  “ u n d e r t a k e n 
regardless of the impact on 
civilians.” In the latest such 
attack, the U.S. military 
reported a roadside bomb 
killed fi ve civilians Monday 
in Kandahar province.
Two of the worst civilian 
tolls from insurgent attacks 
came in a February suicide 
bombing at a dog fight in 
Kandahar that the U.N. 
said killed 67 civilians and 
a car bombing at the Indian 
Embassy last July that killed 
55 civilians.
Commanders of U.S. and 
other international troops 
in Afghanistan have long 
sought to emphasize how 
militant attacks kill far more 
civilians than the soldiers or 
offi cials targeted.
The U.N. said a record 
2,118 civil ians died from 
violence last year, up from 
1,523 the previous year.
I t s  r e p o r t  b l a m e d 
insurgent at tacks for 55 
percent of the deaths — 
1,160, compared to 700 in 
2007. 
— The Associated Press
A federal bankruptcy judge 
on Tuesday approved the sale 
of Hard Rock Park in Myrtle 
Beach for $25 million, ending 
months of wrangling over the 
amusement park’s future. 
J u d g e  K e v i n  C a r e y 
approved the sale during 
a  hear ing in Delaware , 
calling the price FPI MB 
Entertainment LLC offered 
adequate and the rev iew 
process rigorous, The Sun 
News  of  My r t le  Beach 
reported.
“Anyone who wanted the 
opportunity to bid had it,” 
Carey said.
The newspaper said the sale 
is to close by 5 p.m. Thursday. 
Attorneys representing Hard 
Rock Myrtle Beach Holdings 
LLC, the park’s current 
owners, did not immediately 
respond to a message seeking 
comment.
T he  judge  over r u led 
the objection of a second 
potent ial buyer, Coastal 
Entertainment, which had 
bid $25.5 million, saying the 
company came to the court 
too late.
Karen Bifferato, a lawyer 
for Coastal Entertainment, 
said she believed her client’s 
bid would have been the 
better offer.
 HARTFORD, Conn. — A 
200-pound pet chimpanzee 
once seen in TV commercials 
mauled a woman visiting its 
owner Monday and cornered 
a police officer in his cruiser 
before he shot and killed it, 
authorities said.
Stamford pol ice Capt . 
Richard Conklin said the 
injured woman was hospitalized 
late Monday in “very serious” 
condition at Stamford Hospital 
— her  ident it y  was  not 
immediately released. Conklin 
said she suffered “a tremendous 
loss of blood” from serious 
facial injuries.
T h e  1 5 - y e a r - o l d 
chimpanzee’s owner and two 
offi cers also were hurt, though 
police said the extent of their 
injuries was not immediately 
known.
Police said they had no idea 
why the chimpanzee, named 
Travis, attacked the woman as 
she got out of her car to visit 
the animal’s owner, Sandra 
Herold. Conklin said Herold 
wrestled with the animal, then 
ran inside to call 911.
“She ret r ieved a large 
butcher knife and stabbed her 
longtime pet numerous times 
in an effort to save her friend, 
who was really being brutally 
attacked,” Conklin said.
WHO SAID IT? 
“I knew we weren’t taking Tic-Tacs.” 
A) Paris Hilton 
B) Alex Rodriguez 
C) Clint Eastwood 
D) Tiger Woods 
E) Heath Ledger 
Last week’s answer:
“Right now, the world is 
entering the era of dialogue.” 
Answer:  Iran President 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 
Vote at www.dailygamecock.com
The USC community wants to know what your organization has 
going on this week, and The Daily Gamecock wants to help you 
spread the word. If your organization has an upcoming meeting 
or event you want publicized, contact gamecocknews@sc.edu 
or stop by our offi ce in the Russell House, room 333. 
“Carolina Briefs” submissions should include the time, place, 
name and a description of the meeting or event, as well as 
a contact person for any questions. The description shouldn’t 
exceed 50 words. Submissions should be sent no later than 
5:30 p.m. two days before publication. 
The Daily Gamecock reserves the right to edit, condense or hold 
any submission.  
SANDY’S COUPON
#3 COMBO
CHILI DOG
Lean Pure Beef
Limit 1 
PER COUPON
EXP 2/28/09
W/ CHIPS & DRINK
ONE SUPER SIZE 1/4 LB.
$429
The Perfect Valentine’s Day Gift!
couples massage class
learn massage techniques to relax 
your valentine
OCCO skin studio    1315 Gadsden Street
Sat., Feb. 28, 2009     1-5 pm
$140 per couple
beverages & hors d’oeurves will be 
served
To register Call: (803) 788-7546
w a s n ’ t  s u r e  h o w  t h e 
legislators reacted.
“It’s hard to tell, but I 
think we have done a great 
job making our case,” Boyd 
said.
The fourth-year public 
hea lt h  s c ience  s t udent 
s a i d  t h e  g r o u p  h e a r d 
great comments from the 
legislators and hopes maybe 
t hey  w i l l  cha nge  t hei r 
stances.
“ W e ’ r e  t r y i n g  t o 
emph a s i z e  w it h  S out h 
Carolina that investing in 
higher education has a long 
term gain,” Boyd said. “In 
a time of economic crisis, 
we must look at the long 
term.”
Boyd ment ioned t hat 
N o r t h  C a r o l i n a  a n d 
Georgia have not cut their 
higher education funding 
nearly as much.
“Funding must become a 
priority,” Boyd said. “Our 
ad m i n i s t r at ion  i s  ver y 
supportive of our efforts.”
Clemson took a larger 
percentage cut than USC 
with $38 million in budget 
cuts.
“We’re def in itely in a 
period of transition,” Boyd 
said, “We have to buffer 
a  ver y la rge cut  in our 
budget.”
Gaeck le sa id talks for 
more lobbying events are in 
the works and another lobby 
day, put on by the Carolina 
Action Network, will take 
place on March 25. 
LOBBY ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocknews@sc.edu
If you’re a Harry Potter fan, the low turnout in the Student 
Government races will make you happy.
Because the voting turnout for the 2009 student government elections 
was almost 40 percent lower than last year, the Elections Commission 
is staging a Quidditch game Friday to increase student involvement.
“Last year, 1,500 to 2,000 more people voted,” said Amanda Byrum, 
Student Government elections commissioner. “We’re going to work in 
the next week to hopefully make the turnout better for the runoff.” 
The Elections Commission said in an e-mail that hopefully a game 
will really get students’ attention and show that Student Government 
doesn’t take themselves too seriously. 
All of the candidates involved in the run off have agreed to the 
broomstick-wielding game, made famous by Potter and his companions. 
It will likely happen on Friday afternoon at Davis Field, Byrum said. 
Each team will consist of 10 players, including one presidential and 
one vice presidential candidate drawn at random to act as team captains, 
four Chasers, two Bludgers, one Keeper, one Seeker and one alternate 
each for Chaser and Bludger positions. The teams’ players will consist 
of campaign staff members from the Presidents’ and Vice Presidents’ 
staff. 
The Elections Commission will provide the equipment and act as 
referees, and Treasurer-Elect Ebbie Yazdani has agreed to be the 
Golden Snitch. 
— Compiled by Staff Writers Josh Dawsey and Brad Maxwell
 
SG CANDIDATES TO MEET IN QUIDDITCH MATCH
The results for the 2009 Student Government elections are 
in, and next year’s president and vice president ... will be decided 
by a runoff election next Monday and Tuesday.
Yet again, none of the candidates who ran opposed managed 
to garner the majority vote needed to win the election outright. 
That leaves the student body to pick between Drew Kirchhofer 
and Meredith Ross for Student Body President and Taylor Cain 
and Alex Stroman for Vice President. Yep, we have to wait yet 
another week before we fi nd out who will represent the needs of 
Carolina students.
Now, before you throw your 
hands up in frustration and 
resign yourself to apathy for 
the runoff elections, think for 
a second. We are a week away 
from picking the student voice 
of Carolina. 
Don’t resign yourself to vote 
for the name you see most on campus. Take this time to 
research the four remaining candidates, and learn what each 
has to offer you as a student. Each one offers different things, 
and you may do yourself a disservice for voting based upon the 
prettiest fl yers.
Your vote matters. A lot. Only 3,200 out of the more than 
25,000 Columbia campus students bubbled in votes on VIP. 
This is more than 1,000 less than last year’s returns. Also, 32 
votes made up one percent of the vote. If you don’t vote because 
your candidate was in the lead last week, or because they didn’t 
make the runoff, you could risk putting someone who doesn’t 
have your best interests in mind in offi ce by neglecting to vote.
Voter fatigue may be setting in, but power through it. We 
want to see a higher voter turnout in the runoffs than any 
Student Government election in history. We are only a week 
away from deciding the two most visible and important leaders 
on campus. Don’t let someone else pick them for you. 
Response to Tuesday’s 
“Inside the Box’
Dear Editor,
A f ter  a l l  prev iously 
pub l i s hed  a r t i c le s  i n 
The Da i ly  G a mecock 
leading up to the Student 
Government elect ions, 
Marlowe Leverette has 
t a r n i s hed  t h i s  ye a r ’s 
e l e c t i o n .  N u m e r o u s 
articles concerning this 
upcoming SG elect ion 
have encouraged students 
to vote, become active in 
SG and, most importantly, 
educate themselves on 
the candidates running 
this year. The comedic 
strip t it led “Inside the 
Box ,” pr inted on Feb. 
17, was intended to label 
candidates solely on their 
group affiliation and is a 
disservice to voters and 
candidates.
Why does a candidate’s 
group affi liation come into 
question if he or she is a 
viable candidate? Should 
we make sure to label those 
involved in a certain type 
of religious group here on 
campus during future SG 
elections to better help 
our students decide who is 
best to run SG, Marlowe? 
What would the response 
be then? There was no 
comedic value in the piece 
you published.
The diligent and time-
consuming work candidates 
have put into this election 
— being interviewed by 
The Dai ly Gamecock , 
debating on Greene Street, 
creating their own Web 
sites and parading around 
campus intending to gain 
publ ic  suppor t  — has 
obviously gone unnoticed 
by you. The differentiation 
between candidates in any 
election focuses on their 
stance on important issues. 
This is  most apparent 
in our recent election of 
Barack Obama. To suggest 
that when voters sit down 
at their computer and log 
into V IP to vote, they 
are basing their decision 
on whether or not that 
candidate is affi liated with 
a fraternity is heinous and 
discriminatory.
On top of tarnishing this 
election, you’ve offended 
the Greek system at this 
University, supported the 
stigma on male students 
involved in the Greek 
system by your referral 
of them as “frat-boys,” 
increased the gap between 
non-Greek students and 
Greek students, and seem 
to think Greek-affiliated 
students are not suited for 
SG positions. 
Alex Scavo
Fou r t h-year  h i s tor y 
student 
I  t end  to  le t  B l ac k 
History Month sort of 
glaze over me every year. 
It’s probably not the most 
socially conscious thing 
to  do,  but  I  w rote  so 
many papers on George 
Washington 
Carver as an 
elementary 
s c h o o l 
student that 
I got burned 
out on the 
i d e a  a t  a 
young age.
B u t 
M o n d a y 
night I was 
c h a n n e l 
surfi ng and I 
came across 
an episode of  ESPN’s 
“You Can’t Blame” on 
television that prof iled 
John Carlos and Tommie 
Smith, the two American 
sprinters who gave the 
black power salute on the 
medal podium at the 1968 
Olympics. For the f irst 
time, I was truly moved 
by the courage it took to 
make that stand in that 
grand arena.
My reac t ion to t hat 
statement over the years 
has been a mix t ure of 
apathy and puzzlement, 
but it was a fairly effective 
example of nonv iolent 
protest in a time and place 
where it was needed.
Civ i l  r ight s reforms 
notwithstanding, I don’t 
lo ok  up on  t he  196 0 s 
as a time of great social 
advance as many do. The 
spirit of the 1960s made 
people of all races equal 
in the letter of the law, 
and it was a time of great 
A mer ican int repid it y. 
However, it also brought 
u s  a  r o b u s t  d r u g 
culture, Kent State, the 
inspirations for the punk 
movement and a national 
sense of intellectual self-
entitlement that I’d just as 
soon do without.
But  t ho s e  wer e ,  t o 
be fair, dire t imes that 
called for uncommonly 
brave men — Smith and 
Carlos, for instance — to 
take a stand, and a whole 
g e ne r a t io n  o f  y o u n g 
people stood up and did 
precisely that.
In 1961, Yale University 
p s yc ho log i s t  S t a n le y 
M i l g r a m  p e r f o r m e d 
a ser ies of t r ia ls  that , 
along with the Stanford 
Prison Experiment, are 
now best known as test 
cases for what not to do 
in research ethics. Test 
subjects were instructed 
to give quiz questions to 
a man, who admitted to 
having a heart condition, 
and if he got them wrong, 
they were to give him an 
elect r ical shock. With 
each wrong answer, the 
voltage increased until the 
subject believed he was 
administering fatal doses 
of electricity. In actuality, 
there were no shocks, and 
the man with the heart 
condition was an actor. In 
all cases, nearly two-thirds 
of the test subjects gave 
what they believed to be 
fatal shocks. 
This research, though 
decried for ethical reasons, 
essentially validated the 
Nuremberg Defense, a 
fi nding I see as troubling. 
Given the r ight socia l 
condit ions — a fascist 
takeover, some horrif ic 
human r ights injust ice 
against myself or other 
Americans — would I just 
keep giving the shocks? 
Keep following orders? 
Would you? Would anyone 
from our generation?
We all like to pretend 
that we’ve learned from 
the example of men like 
Smith and Carlos, that 
we’d somehow conjure up 
the uncommon courage to 
fight injustice like them, 
but I doubt that is the 
case.
I  f e a r  t h a t  i f  t h e 
stakes and dangers were 
high enough, I’d shrink 
f rom t he oppor t u n it y 
to do right. I fear that 
we’d all shrink from the 
opportunity. And while 
such an occasion is not 
upon us now, I fear that 
someday it will be.
I am not a rebel. I obey 
the laws that I deem sensible, 
follow the rules and mostly 
keep to myself when partaking 
in the glorious shenanigans 
Five Points and Columbia 
have to offer. Yet, when I do 
encounter a police officer, I 
always do my best to remain 
cordial, polite and respectful at 
all times.
So why was it then that a 
pol ice of f icer 
f o u n d  i t 
nece s s a r y  to 
h a r a s s  m y 
f r i e n d s  a n d 
me repeatedly 
last Thursday 
n ight  i n  one 
of Five Points’ 
n o t o r i o u s 
col lege  ha ng 
outs when we 
weren’t doing 
a n y t h i n g 
remotely illegal?
The brief summary of the 
story is that I walked my friend 
from said bar to her car parked 
a block away. Ten feet from her 
vehicle, a police cruiser pulls 
in front of us and the officer 
greets us by asking, “Are you 
girls stupid?” 
This kind salutation was 
followed by a bitter lecture 
on the dangers of Five Points 
and our idiocy in thinking we 
could make it 20 feet unscathed 
without male protect ion. 
When I finally asked him to 
watch us walk to the car, he 
replied, “That’s probably the 
most logical thing you’ve said 
all night.”
A f ter my f r iend lef t ,  I 
returned to my regular hang 
out where my group of friends 
already had a drink waiting for 
me. Twenty minutes later, the 
same cop shows up and asks 
for my ID I hand him both 
my driver’s license and my 
more recent military ID. He 
didn’t believe either of them 
was real, so I offered him my 
credit card. With three forms 
of identification in hand, he 
still had the audacity to ask if 
the credit card really belonged 
to me.
I know some people who 
make some great fakes, but 
nobody is that good. 
When the off icer f inally 
departed, clearly disappointed 
in not meeting his quota of 
drunken underagers for the 
night, I couldn’t help but be 
disgusted by how jaded the 
Columbia police force has 
become. 
True, a slew of drunken 
college students on a Thursday 
night is no one’s cup of tea, 
but this offi cer was downright 
rude and disrespectful without 
warrant. It’s one thing to be 
serious and intimidating — 
it’s completely different to be 
insulting. 
And I have the creeping 
suspicion that I am not the 
only student on this campus 
who has received this treatment 
from Columbia’s fi nest. In fact, 
I’m sure those who read this 
have, or will have, this type 
of experience at some point in 
their college career. It is almost 
to the point that cops profile 
all students into a “drunk and 
disorderly” category without 
merit or evidence. 
I’m not saying every offi cer in 
this city acts this way, nor am I 
suggesting that we should start 
disregarding laws or the police 
force behind them. If you do 
something wrong, you should 
be penalized and they are the 
people to do it. However, if 
their idea of protecting this city 
includes harassing innocent 
students in a bar or insulting 
young women in a parking lot, 
their system is deeply fl awed.
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I’ll be honest — I don’t always live 
life on the edge. As much as I appreciate 
adventure, I’ve gotten fairly stuck in a 
weekly class-Russell House-study-
class routine. In lieu of spending the 
weekend testing my survival skills in 
the mountains or going base jumping, 
I opted to mix up my routine in a 
less-dramatic but equally satisfying 
way by going to Casa Linda. The 
refreshingly-traditional Mexican style 
of cooking at Casa Linda, combined 
with unexpected tastes and f lavors, 
proves that it’s OK to get a little loco 
every now and then.
Four l it t le words dif ferent iate 
Casa Linda f rom other Mex ican 
restaurants: Available with Diablo 
Sauce.  A number of  t he menu’s 
offerings are accompanied by this 
phrase, and the sauce truly lives up 
to its name. Just sitting too close to a 
serving of this sauce is almost enough 
to make you break out in a cold sweat. 
After trying this sauce, my taste buds 
were scorched, my throat was on fi re 
and tears were practically streaming 
down my face. It was amazing. 
The Fajitas a la Diabla are, simply 
put, delicious. As any connoisseur of 
hot sauce knows, the more dramatic 
t he  reac t ion a  sauce  provokes , 
the better it is. For those who are 
intimidated by the idea of fi ve-alarm 
hot sauce, Casa Linda offers a number 
of other appealing options, but none 
are as dangerous or as excit ing as 
these fajitas.
The cuisine offered by Casa Linda 
is all recognizably Mexican, but still 
manages to surprise even the most 
seasoned critic of Mexican food. The 
Sweet Nachos, an all-around favorite, 
expertly balanced spicy peppers with 
a noticeably sweet aftertaste. The end 
result was a dish that is neither too 
hot nor too mild, and keeps diners on 
their toes.
Ca sa  L i nd a  a l so  f a r  e xceed s 
expectat ions with it s vegetar ian 
menu. Here, eating a meatless dish 
doesn’t mean a paltry veggie burger 
or an unsat isfying salad. Instead, 
try the Chiles Poblanos. The dish is 
enormous, and the poblano peppers, 
f resh cheeses and fresh salsa are 
anything but bland.
Casa Linda’s most exciting offering 
is its Mole. I was admittedly skeptical 
about how well a traditional Mole 
could be replicated in a region better 
known for its fr ied okra than its 
frijoles, but found myself pleasantly 
surprised. While the idea of chicken 
mixed with a sweet, chocolate-based 
sauce sounds less than appealing, Casa 
Linda’s Mole is sweet without being 
overbearing. This dish alone makes 
the trip to Casa Linda worthwhile. 
Casa Linda is a perfect destination 
for students. The restaurant combines 
low prices (most entrees are under $10) 
with delicious fl avor in large portions. 
To make t he combinat ion even 
sweeter, try one of the restaurant’s top 
shelf tequilas to help wash everything 
down. As far as Columbia’s Mexican 
food goes, the picture doesn’t get any 
prettier than Casa Linda. 
In Darren Aronofsky’s deeply moving 
drama “The Wrestler,” Academy Award 
nominee Mickey Rourke plays Randy 
“The Ram” Robinson, a down-and-out 
professional wrestler far past his prime who 
sees his life as a series of endless screw-
ups. Though he finds himself continually 
estranged from his surroundings, he tries to 
turn his life around and carve meaningful 
happiness for himself.
Rourke has felt the bitter sting of being 
labeled “washed up” in his own fi lm career, 
and brings a weight and sadness that emanates 
from his real life experiences.  Completely 
naturalistic in every nuance, Rourke lets 
Randy’s emotions spill from a place deep 
inside his own heart, projecting his own 
fears and preoccupations onto a character 
who craves any form of acceptance.
Director A ronofsk y made his name 
in deep, v isually-stylized independent 
productions such as “Requiem for a Dream.” 
With “The Wrestler,” he mutes his usual 
desire for heavy shades and experiments 
in rhythmic editing to make a piece more 
grounded in realism.
Shooting mostly with a Steadicam, the 
camera creates poetry by softly following 
Rourke from behind, watching him in 
his world and effectively assuming his 
perspective. The subtle choices in editing 
allow a deeper perception into the character’s 
problems and worries. Aronofsky uses his 
camera to create a startling marriage of 
actor and aesthetic.
Even when Randy seems worthless and 
self-destructive, the fi lm succeeds as a tender 
and always sympathetic portrait, both quiet 
in its grace and luminous in its strength.
Marisa Tomei co-stars as Cassidy, an aging 
stripper Randy feels a strange connection 
to. Her performance and friendship with 
Randy may initially feel like a simple cliché, 
but like Rourke she manages to refl ect her 
own emotional weight. The two exist as 
performers on their respective stages, living 
off an audience and pigeonholed into a 
desperate and meaningless life.
It’s hard not to hear the reverberations 
of dozens of other underdog stories in the 
background of Robert D. Siegel’s screenplay. 
The ma in d i f ference bet ween “The 
Wrestler” and other fi ghting fi lms on which 
it draws images and ideas is that it’s not 
about a man’s comeback, but his survival.
For while every fi ght in the ring is a staged 
series of choreographed jabs for adoring fans, 
Randy cannot fi gure out how to respond to 
the endless spontaneous battles of his life. 
Small victories, like buying his estranged 
daughter (Evan Rachel Wood) a pea coat, 
become huge accomplishments.
This juxtaposition of confl ict gives “The 
Wreslter” its force. The real tragedy of 
Randy’s character is that he can only feel 
connected to the fabricated world of the 
ring.
While his success and happiness remains 
appropriately ambiguous, Mickey Rourke’s 
beautiful performance launches him back to 
the stardom he has been without for so long. 
After so many years in the dark, it is fi tting 
he should emerge here in a performance so 
tattered, so raw and so complex.
To call “The Wrestler” a ‘sports film’ 
would imply it is a genre film existing in 
prescribed motions and conventions. While 
it may start in that direction, it ends miles 
above the competit ion, trading in hits 
from a ringside chair for life’s more painful 
dropkicks. 
‘Wrestler’ revives Rourke’s career
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER
“Th e ballot is stronger than the bullet.” 
— Abraham Lincoln 
1. TALLEST MAN ON EARTH - Shallow Grave 
(Gravitation)
2. BON IVER - Blood Bank [EP] (Secretly Canadian)
3. ANDREW BIRD - Noble Beast (Fat Possum)
4. ANIMAL COLLECTIVE - Merriweather Post 
Pavilion (Domino)
5. LATE OF THE PIER - Fantasy Black Channel 
(Astralwerks)
6. A.C. NEWMAN - Get Guilty (Matador)
7. WOMEN - Women (Jagjaguwar)
8. WHALES AND COPS - Great Bouncing Iceburgs 
[EP] (High Two)
9. PAVEMENT - Brighten The Corners (Matador)
10. WILLIAM ELLIOTT WHITMORE - Animals In 
The Dark (Anti)
11. MURS - Murs For President (Warner Bros.)
12. JAGUAR LOVE - Take Me To The Sea (Matador)
13. BARDO - Recurring Dream
14. ANATHALLO - Canopy Glow (Anticon)
15. CAKE ON CAKE - I Guess I was Day Dreaming 
(Desolation)
16. SQUAREPUSHER - Just A Souvenir (Warp)
17. DISCIPLINE - Smoking Kills (Second Motion)
18. NICKEL EYE - The Time Of The Assassins 
(Rykodisc)
19. MC FRONTALOT - Final Boss (Level Up)
20. DAN AUERBACH - Keep It Hid (Nonesuch)
21. MAGNIFICENTS - Year Of Explorers (Mush)
22. VETIVER Tight Knit - Sub Pop
23. PAINS OF BEING PURE AT HEART - The Pains 
Of Being Pure At Heart (Slumberland)
24. J SHOGREN - American Holly
25. HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL - Casting Shadows 
Tall As Giants (Self-released)
26. CLEM SNIDE - Hungry Bird (429)
27. CHARLES SPEARIN - The Happiness Project (Arts 
And Crafts)
28. FRIDA HYVONEN - Silence Is Wild (Secretly 
Canadian)
29.  CU T OF F YOU R H A N DS  -  You  A nd I 
(Frenchkiss)
30. CHAIRLIFT - Does You Inspire You (Kanin) 
★★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩ 
Prices: $7-$11
Addresses: 2009 N. Beltline 
Blvd / 7546 Garners Ferry Road
Casa Linda
Diablo Sauce, Sweet Nachos 
among best-liked Mexican 
offerings with unique twists
Marin Mueller
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Casa Linda fuses traditional with unexpected style
★★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩ 
Director: Darren Aronofsky
Writer: Robert D. Siegel 
Cinematographer: Maryse Alberti
Starring: Mickey Rourke, Marisa 
Tomei, Evan Rachel Wood
Run Time/Rating: 155 mins./R
The Wrestler
NOW IN SELECT THEATERS
After receiving “washed up” label, 
actor gives performance of lifetime
“This juxtaposition 
of confl ict gives ‘The 
Wrestler’ its force. The 
real tragedy of Randy’s 
character is that he can 
only feel connected to the 
fabricated world of the 
ring.”
Alastair Grant / The Associated Press
Mickey Rourke receives the Best Actor award at the British Academy Film Awards 2009.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@
sc.edu
TOP 
30
CHARTS
Jessamine McKeever / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Patrons chow down on Casa Linda’s traditional-with-a-twist Mexican fare.
C o m m e n t s  o n  t h i s  s t o r y ?  E - m a i l 
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
803.733.5800
For Sales or Leasing Inquiries, call:
College Life Is More 
Fun In A Cottage!
BLUFF RD.
BLA
IR S
T.
THE
RETREAT
luxury student Cottages
for Sale or Lease!
Cottages starting in the $150K’s
Rent starting from $470/month per 
bedroom, including some utilities!  
Coupled Cottages 
2 BR/2.5 BA
3 BR/3 BA
Cottages
4 BR/4 BA
4 BR/4.5 BA
5 BR/5 BA
08
02
85
6
Reserve
Your Cot
tage 
in Phase
 2
Now!
DEVINE ST. INFO CENTER
Mon–Fri 11am–5pm  
2013 Devine Street in 5pts.
(Next to Jimmy John’s)
ON-SITE LEASING CENTER
Mon–Fri 9am–5:30pm
1929 Bluff Road
???????????????????????????????? 
  Student Cottages
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? 
????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? 
?? ??????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????
???????????????????
www.RetreatColumbia.com
info@retreatcolumbia.com
New Orleans is  8,870 
miles from Mumbai, India, 
as the crow fl ies. 
T he  A c ademy  Awa rd 
nominees for best picture 
set in those cities — “The 
Curious Case of Benjamin 
But ton”  a nd  “Slu mdog 
Millionaire” — are a world 
apart as well. There are three 
other contenders for best 
picture — “The Reader,” 
“Milk” and “Frost/Nixon” 
— but these two fi lms have 
advantages the others do 
not. 
The ef fects- and star-
driven “Benjamin Button,” 
in which Brad Pitt plays 
a man born old who ages 
i n  rever se ,  ha s  a l l  t he 
nominations money can buy 
— 13, the most of any fi lm 
this year. And the zeitgeist-
tapping “Slumdog,” about an 
impoverished youth in the 
slums of India, has a sense of 
global diversity, a road-less-
taken populism and a string 
of pre-Oscar awards from 
fi lm industry groups that are 
the equivalent of primary 
w i n s  b y  a n  i n s u r g e n t 
presidential candidate.
While the two fi lms share 
themes about finding love, 
and each has a time-shifting 
st ruct ure,  they are l ike 
two paths diverged in the 
woods.
Which one Oscar voters 
choose w i l l  be revea led 
Feb. 22 when the awards 
are announced. But l ike 
their characters, who travel 
parallel paths that do not 
intersect (until they do), they 
represent antithetical trends 
in the business and culture 
of fi lm.
While each is emotionally 
resonant in its own way, 
“Slu mdog” of fer s  more 
tears for the buck. In fact, 
the discrepancy in their 
budgets is shocking: The 
reported $15 million cost 
of “Slumdog,” directed by 
Danny Boyle , is just one-
tenth of the reported $150 
million cost of “Benjamin 
Button,” directed by David 
Fincher .  Both d irectors 
also were nominated for an 
Oscar. 
What “Benjamin Button” 
del ivers for that k ind of 
money are seamless special 
ef fec t s  by tech nolog ies 
that were invented for the 
occasion.
“There’s a reason this 
hasn’t been done before,” 
said Eric Barba , the film’s 
visual effects supervisor. 
Barba, who received an 
O s c a r  no m i n a t io n  f o r 
his work on the film, was 
fresh from London, where 
“Benjamin Button” received 
the v isual ef fect s award 
from the British Academy 
of Film and Television Arts , 
and where the contest with 
“Slumdog” is  perceived 
as “Hollywood vs. British 
independent fi lm.”
“They were not at a l l 
abashed about being biased 
in favor of ‘Slumdog,’” he 
sa id.  The f i lm won t he 
BA F TA awa rd for  be s t 
picture.
I n  a  phone i nter v iew 
last week, Barba patiently 
described the dizzying array 
of technologies developed 
over several years that were 
used to integrate Pitt’s head 
and face onto aged versions 
of his character being played 
by ot her  ac tor s .  These 
included: silicone life masks 
of different ages, created 
by Rick Baker and digitally 
scanned; “sk in shaders,” 
“created to explain to the 
computer how lighting and 
skin work”; and “contour,” 
in which 28 cameras fi lmed 
Pitt, wearing phosphorescent 
g r e e n  m a k e u p ,  w h i l e 
h e  “ b a s i c a l l y  g a v e  a 
performance,” which was 
then used to create a database 
of his facial gestures. (An 
informat ive v ideo of the 
process is posted at www.
benjaminbuttonfx.com.)
Fo r  52  m i nu t e s  a n d 
t hrough a ser ies of  325 
ef fect s,  the character is 
10 0  percent  computer-
generated onto anot her 
ac tor ’s  body.  Cou nt ing 
subtle “youthening” shots 
involving Cate Blanchett, 
there are about 1,200 visual 
effects in the fi lm.
“Thank God,” Barba said, 
“Slumdog Millionaire” didn’t 
also get an Oscar nomination 
for visual effects.
“I’m very happy about 
that,” he joked, because he 
did not have to compete 
with it.
But  tech nolog y made 
“Slumdog” possible as well.
I n  a  r e c e n t  p h o n e 
conversat ion, Boyle, the 
f i lm’s d irector, credited 
“these small digital cameras” 
that al lowed his crew to 
prowl the streets of Mumbai 
relatively unobserved. 
Oscars oﬀ er strong contenders
“Slumdog,” “Button” 
frontrunners with 
multiple nominations
Duane Dudek
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Inside the Box u By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock
PhD u By Jorge Chan
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The Scene
USC@
horoscopes
1234567890-=
Rachel GettinG MaRRied
5:30 and 8 p.m., $6
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main 
St.
Today
MR. B’s GoodtiMe KaRaoKe explosion
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
new Music niGht
6 p.m., $5
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
the white tie affaiR, foR the foxes, at 
last Glance
7 p.m., $12
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.
Tomorrow
sisteR hazel
8 p.m., $20
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.
decadence, sylis, enteR the eRa, the 
izM
8 p.m., $5 Over 21/$7 Under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
shawn’s BiG love RetRo dance nite
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
Aries You’re entering 
a contemplative phase that 
la st s  about four week s . 
Give yourself t ime and a 
comfortable environment. 
TAurus  You have 
lots of friends, and you’ll be 
making even more in the 
next few weeks. Let them 
know what you need and 
they’ll help you out. 
Gemini  Without 
too much more effort, your 
objective can be achieved. 
You’re relying on others now. 
Make sure they know what 
you want them to do. 
CAnCer  You’r e 
very creative now, and very 
imaginative. That doesn’t 
mean everything you try 
will work, and much of it 
probably won’t. 
Leo Change is not only 
a motto, it’s the only thing 
upon which you can depend. 
Things will always change. 
T h e  h a u g h t y  b e c o m e 
humble. 
VirGo The answer 
can be found by a roundabout 
method. Go through a friend 
to get what you want, if you 
can’t get it for yourself.
LibrA Your loved ones 
are full of great suggestions 
about how you could improve 
your lot. It won’t hurt to 
listen. 
sCorpio You know 
money doesn’t grow on trees. 
You do know what to do to 
earn it, though, and you can. 
Whenever you want. There 
never has been such a thing 
as “fixed income” for you. 
sAGiTTArius 
Finally, you discover the 
answer you’ve sought for 
oh, so long. How did this 
happen? The clue is that you 
found it. 
CApriCorn Your 
cloudy thinking is about to 
clear up. You’ll be curious 
again. You’ll have amazing 
ideas pretty soon.
AquArius During 
the next four weeks, you’ll 
find lots of ways to bring in 
more money. This will not 
be steady income, though. 
It’s on-again, off-again. 
pisCes You’re gaining 
conf idence, but you st il l 
need to consider possible 
consequences. Make solid 
plans and know that you will 
modify them later. 
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ACROSS 
1 "Lara __: Tomb 
Raider"
6 Iron pumper's pride
10 Challenge
14 Palmer of "The 
Gentle Sex"
15 Japanese box
16 Concluded
17 Start of a quip
19 Big-shot letters
20 Jacob's twin
21 Is not well
22 Center
23 Mack of Keystone 
fi lms
25 Garden legumes
27 Part 2 of quip
32 Touch tenderly
35 Ruler before Lenin
36 Corp. titan
37 Brought into play
38 Stocks: abbr.
39 Star or wolf 
modifi er
40 Notes of scales
41 Wine region of 
Italy
43 Indicates the way
45 Part 3 of quip
48 Burn a bit
49 Ilie of tennis
53 Abrasive cloth
56 Gator relative
58 Award for a sitcom
59 Rani's wrap
60 End of quip
62 Bacon quantity
63 Bellow
64 Orchestral 
instruments
65 Otherwise
66 Keats works
67 Minotaur's home
DOWN
1 Aids for Sherlock
2 Cycle in a 
laundromat
3 City on the 
Allegheny
4 Showed off
5 "__ the season..."
6 Frasier's ex
7 Blue dye
8 Cross the line?
9 Signal for help
10 Anti-war
11 Ardent
12 Agents, briefl y
13 Once, once
18 "The Dresser" 
director Peter
22 Bryn __ College
24 Expressions of 
uncertainty
26 Writer LeShan
28 System of moral 
values
29 Computer image
30 Small change
31 Garden tools
32 Remedy
33 On a cruise
34 What's left
38 Stiffened, in a way
39 Eavesdropper
41 Sore
42 Mexico Mrs.
43 Quiet partner?
44 Alternatives
46 Professional 
copyist
47 Small hills
50 Take a stroll
51 Small silvery fi sh
52 Vocalist Gorme
53 Latin being
54 Shopper's milieu
55 Baseball stats
57 Provoke
60 Colo. neighbor
61 Former trucking 
regulating agcy.
02/18/09
Solutions from 02/17/09
02/18/09
for 02/17/09
Columbia - in 5 Points • 2127 Devine St. • (803) 256-3511 • Mon. - Sat. 10am - 6pm • Sun. 12pm - 6pm • www.peterglenn.com
Outdoor Adventure Specialists Since 1958
Everything
Must Go!
Child’s life saved with help 
from Dance Marathon 
Upcoming event to raise money for 
Palmetto Health Children’s Hospital this Friday
Hannah Bilton, young cancer survivor helped by Palmetto Health Children’s Hospital and USC Dance Marathon. 
ADVERTISEMENT                                          ADVERTISEMENT
It only took nine days to change the lives of 
the Bilton family, when both mother and 
daughter were diagnosed with cancer. Han-
nah was ﬁ ve years old when she was diagnosed 
with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia. 
“She never questioned why and never 
looked back. She faced this demon try-
ing to take over her body like a true 
superhero,” sa id  her  father, Jason. 
When it came time for her mother, Wendy, to 
undergo surgery, Hannah exhibited courage 
beyond her years when she comforted her 
mother. 
“Mom, you’re going to be okay. See, 
I had my port put in and I ’m fine. It 
didn’t hurt. You’re going to be fine, 
too,” said the five-year old champion. 
 
Hannah overcame cancer two years later after 
ﬁ ghting it like a superhero. Now at the age of 
nine, she enjoys a normal life. 
Taking part in Dance Marathon allows 
students the opportunity to help children 
like Hannah by giving one night of their 
year to show their support and love for the 
Palmetto Health Children’s Hospital. To 
join this great cause visit www.uscdm.org for 
more information.
What: USC Dance Marathon
When: Fri., Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. to 
Sat., Feb. 21 at 7 p.m.
More: Competitions, games, live bands,  
entertainment, and visits from children 
and families from the hospital.
Register at www.uscdm.org
for your:
Daily Gamecock
Writers, Reporters, Copy Editors, 
Designers, and Photographers
WANTED:
Interested?  Contact Brad Maxwell at gamecockeditor@sc.edu
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USC remains focused on court
 As the South Carolina’s men’s 
basketball team prepares to take on 
Mississippi State in Starkville tonight, 
many distractions have shown up for 
the Gamecocks. 
Whether it’s postseason individual 
awards, being tied for first in the 
SEC East, poll rankings or dreams 
of the NCAA tournament, there is 
plenty for the team to be thinking 
about other than the task at hand.
However, USC coach Darrin Horn 
is doing his best to make sure that his 
team is staying focused. Especially 
considering that, even though USC 
is on top of the SEC East, a typically 
strong division, the Gamecocks have 
yet to crack the Top 25 this season. 
“There’s no rhyme or reason to 
it,” Horn said. “That’s why as an 
individual program and team, all 
you can really do is take care of what 
you can take care of and control, and 
that’s really just how hard you work.”
That being said, there’s no doubt 
that Horn is frustrated by the way the 
rankings have worked out this season. 
The Gamecocks are 18-5 on the 
season and four of fi ve of Carolina’s 
losses have come to teams that, at one 
time or another, were ranked in the 
Top 25. Not to mention, of those fi ve 
losses, not a single one has occurred 
at home.
“We’re in a high major league and 
there’s no way we don’t have one of 
the Top 25 teams in the country,” 
Horn said. “Especially when you 
start looking at other people that are 
receiving votes or are ranked.”
If Carolina were ranked in the 
AP poll it would have the least wins 
of any team in the poll. There are, 
however, 10 teams in the Top 25 that 
have as many or more losses as the 
Gamecocks. Of those 10 teams, three 
have losses to at least two teams that 
were never ranked in the Top 25.
Horn sees those stat ist ics as 
evidence that something is amiss.
“We could go through the Top 
25 together and say, ‘Well, why’s 
that team in there and we’re not or 
somebody else is?’” Horn said. “I’m 
still flabbergasted a team from the 
SEC is not in there somehow.”
However, the fi rst-year coach has 
managed to stay on task and prepare 
for a trip to the SEC West that 
could determine a lot about USC’s 
postseason chances and position. The 
Bulldogs are second in the SEC West 
and a win for Carolina on the road 
would be crucial.
One man specifi cally stands in the 
way for the Gamecocks. Mississippi 
States’s Jarvis Varnado leads the SEC 
in shots blocked, is second in the 
conference in rebounding and leads 
his team in scoring. Horn recognizes 
that Varnado, who has almost double 
the blocked shots of any other player 
in the league, is a game-changing 
player.
“They’ve got one of the most 
prolif ic shot-blockers in college 
basketball history,” Horn said.
Horn’s insistence that his players 
stay focused has paid off. Junior guard 
Brandis Raley-Ross spoke for the 
team when he expressed confi dence 
in his team’s abilities to play with any 
competition, specifi cally if the games 
are close.
“We know we can win every 
game,” Raley-Ross said. “If we’re in 
it at the end, it’s no worry. We could 
be down 10 with a minute left and 
we know we’ve got each other, we’re 
going to win the game.”
With that attitude the Gamecocks 
are approaching Wednesday night’s 
game and the rest of the season with 
confidence. As far as the rankings 
go, the players aren’t too worried, 
because they’re letting their play 
speak for itself.
“We don’t pay attention to all that 
stuff,” Raley-Ross said. “We just play 
basketball.”
The Gamecocks and Mississippi 
State tipoff at 7 p.m.
Jumping on 
board with 
baseball fans
Michael Aguilar
SPORTS EDITOR
Men’s basketball pays 
little attention to inability 
to reach Top 25 spot Diamond virgin swears 
to give more attention, 
time to Carolina Stadium
JAKE LUCE
Fourth-year 
sport and 
entertainment 
management 
student
Broyles gets into swing of things
 I have a confession. I am 
a college baseball v irgin. 
As sad as it may seem, this 
senior has yet to witness a 
collegiate baseball game in 
person. Somehow I have done 
this despite attending a school 
where baseball, until this year, 
has been the second priority 
for the athletic department 
behind football. 
Like almost every other 
U.S. citizen, I played baseball 
in my youth and have watched 
c o u n t l e s s 
p rofe s s ion a l 
g a m e s 
t h r o u g h o u t 
my l i fe t ime. 
Unfortunately, 
my at tent ion 
span has been 
t o o  s h o r t 
f or  b a s eb a l l 
r e c e n t l y , 
e s p e c i a l l y 
during the 4 to 
5 hour escapade 
that is the MLB. 
Because I don’t really enjoy 
major league baseball unless 
it’s in October, I thought that 
I would have the same distaste 
for the collegiate ranks.
W hat  I  have rea l ized 
is that Carolina baseball 
is much different than the 
boring professional ball that 
we watch during the long 
summer hours. First of all, 
the game is faster, as it runs 
a whole two innings shorter 
than in the pros. It’s as if the 
NCAA realized how many 
people were falling asleep in 
the middle of the games.
The players are armed with 
aluminum bats, which brings 
a whole different aspect to 
the game. Everyone’s favorite 
part of baseball, home runs, 
are topped off with a sweet 
“ping” sound as the aluminum 
smashes into the baseball. 
Our basebal l  program 
recruits some of the best talent 
in the region, which is evident 
by the considerable presence 
of alumnus throughout the 
MLB and the minor leagues. 
But here I am, with just 
a few months left at USC, 
saddened by the fact that I 
never saw a game at “The 
Sarge”. How many awesome 
games did I miss out on? How 
many multi-home run games 
did I not see? How many foul 
balls could I have caught?
A l l  of  t hese t hought s 
run through my mind and 
I realize that I have missed 
out on an integral aspect 
of this University’s athletic 
department. 
Not this year. This year 
I am joining the impressive 
Carolina baseball fan base.
I  a m  e x c i t e d  a b o u t 
christening Carolina Stadium 
and will be a witness to why 
Ray Tanner makes the big 
bucks. 
T h e  t a i l g a t e  b y  t h e 
river will be a memorable 
experience for me and should 
become a timeless tradition 
for all college baseball fans. 
Honestly, I don’t know who 
the starting pitcher is or who 
the team’s best hitter will be, 
but this fi rst-year Gamecock 
baseball fan will f ind out 
soon.  
The facilit ies provided 
by the athletic department 
for our major sports are 
impeccable, and the Colonial 
Life Arena is evidence that 
the University’s arenas are 
waiting to explode. 
So to those who have never 
experienced a college baseball 
game, join me this year and 
be a witness to Gamecock 
baseball and give the team a 
home field advantage to be 
proud of.  
Mike Cisco did not take much time 
to adjust to the rigors of minor league 
baseball last season. The former 
Gamecock standout spent July and 
August of this past summer with two 
different minor league clubs in the 
World Champion Philadelphia Phillies 
organization.
Cisco was drafted in the 36th 
 rou nd of  t he Fi r s t  Year  M LB 
Draft. He pitched in nine games 
for the Williamsport Crosscutters 
in Pennsylvania, and made eight 
appearances for the Lakewood 
BlueClaws in New Jersey. 
He remains part of Lakewood’s 
roster and will start the season there. 
Playing minor league baseball can be 
quite a task, especially considering the 
league Cisco’s BlueClaws are in. The 
South Atlantic League has teams that 
stretch from Georgia to Ohio to New 
Jersey.
Luckily for Cisco however, he may 
have the opportunity to play in his 
hometown this season come August. 
The BlueClaws will be making a trip 
to Charleston to play the Charleston 
Riverdogs. Cisco is from Mount 
Pleasant, directly across Charleston’s 
harbor.
That may be a mixed blessing for 
Cisco. Though he hopes to have the 
chance to come home, he would like 
the opportunity to move up in his 
organization before then.
“[Cisco’s pitching coach] said if I 
have a decent spring training, I might 
start in high-[class] A, so hopefully I 
won’t get to see the Riverdogs again 
this year because that would mean 
that I’m moving up” Cisco said.
That is the nature of minor league 
professional baseball, and Cisco 
learned quickly last summer how 
rough it could be.
“Some people don’t realize how the 
schedule is. You’re in the park all day, 
then you go home to get something 
to eat, go to sleep, wake up, and do 
it all again. There’s not too much 
downtime, except for our bus trips. 
And I try to keep up with people the 
best I can,” Cisco said.
While claiming to have a diffi cult 
daily schedule, Cisco showed no 
effects of it in his first professional 
baseball season. Between Lakewood 
and Williamsport, the right-hander 
kept his ERA at a tiny 0.99  in 54.1 
innings pitched. He issued only fi ve 
walks and kept his opponent’s batting 
average under the .200 mark.
“I did what I could to adjust as quick 
as possible, and fortunately I had 
success,” Cisco said.
Continually adjusting to professional 
baseball is a key to success for Cisco 
because there is a huge difference 
between the collegiate level and the 
professional ranks.
“Learning the pro game and trying 
to soak up as much of that as possible 
helps with playing against wood bats 
and guys that are bigger and stronger 
and faster at this level, and getting 
used to preparing yourself mentally 
and physically, on and off the field, 
because you are on your own,” Cisco 
said.
Considering the impressive statistics 
he put up in 2008, it is hard to imagine 
that Cisco is having any difficulty 
adjusting. But that will not deter him 
from hard work, as a true professional 
always strives to become better.
“I’m just continually learning and 
trying to work hard to be the best I 
can,” Cisco said.
Of course, his early success is just 
that — early. It is only class-A ball, but 
he does have the opportunity to be 
promoted after spring training to high 
class-A ball in Clearwater, Fla.
Obviously, a 36th round pick is not 
all that prestigious, and generally, 
players of that caliber are not expected 
to grow into all-stars, but Cisco’s early 
success does not have him regretting 
his decision to leave school with one 
year of eligibility left.
“Before the success I had last season, 
I thought it was the right decision. 
I got a lot of opportunities at South 
Carolina. I pitched a bunch as a 
freshman on through my junior year. 
And pitching in the SEC, you don’t 
get much more experience than that. 
So I felt like I was ready to move on to 
the next step,” Cisco said. 
Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Brandis Raley-Ross eyes the Georgia defense during the Feb. 7 game.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@
mailbox.sc.edu
Ty Zeigler
STAFF WRITER
Former pitcher refl ects on 
minor league career so far, 
how Carolina prepared him
 Sometimes in sports, numbers 
jump of f the page. A 10-to-1 
strikeout-to-walk ratio and a 0.865 
WHIP for a softball pitcher are 
certainly impressive.
But the owner of these numbers 
doesn’t have Jennie Finch’s intense 
glare or Moncia Abbott’s smoldering 
intensity. Instead, these numbers 
belong to a cheerful 18-year-old 
named Audrey Broyles.
Broyles, a 5-foot-9-inch freshman 
from Pembroke Pines, Fla., has 
taken USC’s softball team on her 
shoulders on the way to a 7-1 start. 
Broyles (4-1, 0.88 ERA) has pitched 
more than half of USC’s innings 
so far this season, striking out 40 
batters against just four walks. 
In last weekend’s tournament at 
UCF, Broyles pitched  18 2/3 
innings and gave up just one run 
in four appearances, including her 
first career shutout, a three-hit, 
10-strikeout performance against 
Bowling Green. 
For someone who, at this time last 
year, was barely halfway through 
her senior year in high school, those 
are gaudy numbers indeed.
Broyles and fellow freshman 
Kierstyn White — unscored upon 
in 13 2/3 innings pitched this season 
— are making a diffi cult jump from 
high school to top-level college 
competition, but the transition has 
been a welcome challenge. 
“That one batter in the high 
school team that was a good hitter, 
there’s nine of those in the lineup, 
and there’s 10 more waiting on the 
bench ready to go and hit,” Broyles 
said.
Despite her easygoing demeanor, 
Broyles steps onto the pitching 
rubber with supreme confi dence.
“Every batter is mine,” Broyles 
said. “I just want to dominate every 
batter. It’s a battle, and I have to 
defeat every batter. Every pitch 
has to be spinning like I want it to. 
Don’t let up on any pitch because 
that could be the game r ight 
there.”
A great sof tball pitcher can 
dominate the game, racking up 
hundreds of innings over the course 
of a season and putting a lid on 
opposing offenses, but the freshman 
is unmoved by that responsibility, 
instead tak ing comfort in her 
teammates’ support.
“It definitely takes the whole 
team,” Broyles said. “Obviously 
we have the ball every pitch, but 
it feels really great to know I have 
the whole team behind me in case 
I get into any trouble. They have 
my back and they make plays when 
they need to be made.”
USC’s freshman class, which 
includes Broyles ,  W hite and 
outf ielder Lauren Lackey, who 
is r id ing a f ive-game h it t ing 
streak, has taken on a great deal 
of responsibility. The freshmen 
lean on each other and on the 
upperclassmen for support.
“We had a big talk, all nine of us, 
and we were saying how we were 
going to go out there and dominate, 
don’t let the fact that we’re freshmen 
get in our way,” Broyles said. “Our 
seniors have done a tremendous job 
preparing us for what we’re going 
to face in the field. We’re going 
to face, in the SEC, lots of tough 
teams. Our seniors have done a 
good job making us tougher.”
Broyle s  a l so  ha s  a  h idden 
adva nt age  t hat  ma ny of  her 
teammates lack — her older sister 
Hailey is an outfi elder for Florida 
Atlantic and has been a role model 
and mentor for the young pitcher.
“She’s also been a big factor in 
helping me make the transition,” 
Broyles said. “We call each other 
every weekend and see how our 
games went. It’s good to have her 
there.”
Broyles’ fi rst year at USC has so 
far gone according to her mantra: 
every batter is hers. 
Comments  on thi s  s t or y?  E-mai l 
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Comments  on this  s tor y?  E-mail 
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Audrey Broyles stands ready to 
deliver against CofC on Feb. 7.
Freshman pitcher performs 
brilliantly through early 
days of softball season
Michael Baumann
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
Noon, 1 business day prior to publication
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Line classified ad rates
Major credit cards accepted
www.cvs.com
Visit our booth on Wed, Feb 18th at Career Fest to learn about our Management Training 
Program! An equal opportunity employer supporting a drug-free work environment.
CVS/pharmacy offers important extras to our customers, our communities, and our 
employees. As the nation’s leading pharmacy retailer, we provide the advantages 
essential to successful careers: state-of-the-art equipment, a supportive culture and 
values, and professional development opportunities. Expect something extra from your 
career! Opportunities are now available at our locations throughout the state for our:
MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM
Expect                something                                      extra!
Anticipate better opportunities, training and flexibility.
Announcements
Free Student Software Promo- Smart
Study System1st  500 copies Free for 
USC Students. www.psdinc.org .
Activate at 
www.psdinc.org/sc/registration.asp
FREE FRIDAY night dinners for internat-
ins & their families. For details, contact 
IFM @ 799-3452 or info@ifmusa.org
Apartments
Walk to USC/Shandon Clean & Qiet 
2BR 1BA $525 w/depposit. 776-5405.
Downtown Living *ASPYRE*
*1,2,3 BR’S* Flexible Leases*
*Brand New* Parking Garage*
Int., H20 incld. *803-400-1570*
SHANDON - 2713 PRESTON STREET 
Excellent large 1BR  available now. 
Great location. Close to USC. Ideal for 
Grad. Std or Professional. 782-9009.
DUPLEX 1BR APT- hdwd flrs Park St. 
2 miles from USC. $395  318-0729
Efficiency 1&2 BRS Start at $700
All utilities, cable, high speed Internet
$100 sec. deposit/1 mo. free with a 
12 MO. LEASE Cornell Arms 799-1442
Housing-Rent
Downtown - The Gates @ Williams-Brice
Luxury Condominium Homes 2BR 2BA 
start @ $1,325 inclds util appl pkg pool & 
more. 7 or 12/mo lease. 866-202-0440.
5BR 3.5BA Country house  alarm pool 
near Cola International Univ. Must have 
rental insurance. Will Fowler 256-6295.
4BR 2BA 1700 sq ft 616 Laurel St. Walk-
ing distance to Vista. Perfect for 4 stds. 
Available July 1st $1400. 422-5704.
LUXURY CAROLINA WALKS CONDO 
2BR 2BA granite tops & stain steel 
appliances. 957-7412
3819 Barwick St. 2BR 1BA sunrm w/d 
hdwd flrs fncd yd, energy eff Newly re-
nov. Pets ok Available NOW. $875 
864-320-1500 .
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
Beautiful 3BR 2BA house - hd fls, water 
fence yard, sec. fp incld & many extras. 
$1,050  803-231-6829.
VERY LG PRIVATE ROOMS FOR 
RENT $290-$335 inclds all util. Walk/cy-
cle to school. Very Clean! 463-5129 
Housing-Sale
LUXURY DOWNTOWN CONDOS  
From $99,900  518-2189
www.elmwoodplacecolumbia.com
For Sale
MONITRONICS HOME SECURITY
#1 in Customer Service. 
Fastest growing company w/over 
500,000 customers 
GET 1ST MONTH FREE.
No cost for installation. All wireless & 
voice controlled. ONLY $34/MO.
For more info call us @ 479-3039
Help Wanted
TYPIST NEEDED - to type newsletter. 
Must have good computer skills. Must 
have access to Computer. Volunteer 
credits or pay. Sample work required. 
Call Eunice @ 899-4896 evenings 
8PM-10:30pm.
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
PT RETAIL SALES ASST. - Seeking in-
telligent, friendly person for busy retail 
pool store environment. Ideal for stu-
dents. No exp. necessary, training pro-
vided. Excellent summer position. Apply 
@ American Pools, 2225 Platt Springs 
Rd. W. Cola. Call 796-8339 for direc-
tions.
PT OFFICE JOB - Clerical duties/data 
entry flexible daytime hours. Located 
near Williams-Brice Stadium. 
Apply in person @ Pennington Seed 
1236 Eden St.
PT SALES ASSOCIATE AT GNC - 
NE COLA NORTHPOINT COMMONS
10-15/hrs/wk for nights & weekends. 
Must be 18 y.o out-going and have sales 
experience. Knowledge in health and nu-
trition a plus. Apply in person @ 
10050 Two Notch Road 788-2177. For 
more info email gnc803@yahoo.com
Help Wanted
Child Care
PT SUMMER SITTER WANTED - 
Experience.& references. Also after-
noons this semester. $10/hr 799-6278.
Help Wanted
Summer Camps
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counsel-
ors to teach. All land, adventure & water 
sports. Great summer! Call 
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com
Help Wanted
Instructors
PT Experienced Female Personal 
Trainers  needed. Located 5 minutes 
from USC. Contact Ann Marie @
Personally Fit  799-9455 for details.
Help Wanted
Restaurants
Tombo Grille now hiring Host & Host-
esses. Apply in person from 2:30-5:30
4517 Forest Drive
Help Wanted
Musicians
A new church in Lexington is looking for 
a Bass guitar player & a drummer to 
help w/Sunday morning worship service. 
These will be paid positions. If inter-
ested, please contact Mark @ 463-3570.
Wanted
Got what it takes to be a MC? We are 
looking for a MC to host an event who 
needs to be witty and quick on his/her 
feet. Got Voice? We are looking for 
singers/groups of all types of genre of 
music! Got Dance? We are looking for 
dancers by yourself or in a group to all 
types of music! Got Talent?
We are looking for any and all types of 
performances!  This showcase of talent 
takes place at the RH Ballroom in front 
of almost 400 people! Interested? 
Email: Ashita or Jessica at 
ISA_USC@yahoo.com Please label  
the email “Talent”.
Services
Serious financial problems? 
Confidential bankruptcy advice. 
Start fresh. Free consultations. 779-1700
www.MatthewsandMegna.com
Services
FREE TAX RETURN. Prep.E-File for  
students only for new clients. Returning 
clients is $59. From 2/16/09 -2/24/09.
LIBERTY TAX 
1112 Harden St - 233-1790
946 Harden St. - same as above 
6129 North Main - 754-0498
7120 Two  Notch - 865-3334
1040NR and Bank Products are extra.
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
Tutoring
Services
Mathematics tutoring services!
CALL THE EXPERT! 738-8956
Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury 
cruise with food. Accommodations on 
the island at your choice of thirteen 
resorts. Appalachia Travel. 
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018
SPRING BREAK - Sit back, relax. 
Let the waves roll in Panama City Beach 
Rentals. Spring Break reservations. 
One call does it all 1-800-923-2737
www.pcbeachrentals.com
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